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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

Delta Iota Kappa Cancel Spring Break
Wet T-Shirt Contest
by Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

HOUGHTON, MI—Visiting fraternal brothers of Delta
Iota Kappa (DIK) from the warm lands of Florida were
highly disappointed at the spring weather they found
awaiting them in the Keweenaw. Chapter President Buck
Buckington was very confused upon his arrival. “I mean,
y’know, all the brothers were talking on Facebook
about how awesome the weather was in Houghton,
and how they didn’t need to wear a coat or anything
anymore. We figured it’d be cool to, y’know, visit and
spend our Spring Break in awesome weather and like,
watch the snow melt and shit. Y’know what I mean?”
Event Coordinator Todd VanDyke had been emailing
with Houghton DIK Event Coordinator James Matthews
about the creation of the First Annual Keweenaw Wet
T-shirt Shindig. “I sorta thought he was drunk every
time he would email me. He asked if we had a lot of
cold water we could drench the girls in and if we had
access to T-shirts, the usual kinda questions. He was
talking about how epic it would be and how excited
he was to see the girls we scam on up in Houghton.
He never once asked about the weather, and I never
bothered to mention it. That’s what happens when you
Gmail drunk man. Shit gets missed.”
Florida DIKs were underprepared for the 40 degree
weather. They moaned and complained about the high
winds and the near-freezing temperatures, all the while
their Tech brothers just laughed and handed them the
coats, hats and gloves they were no longer using. After
an intense Thursday night at the DT, the Florida DIKs easily drank under the table by the Tech DIKs, a plan was
hatched for the wet T-shirt contest to simply be moved
inside. They rounded up some girls at the bar and relocated to the DIK house on College Avenue. However,
once they got the willing females inside, the Florida DIKs

Jersey Shore Moves to Houghton
by Theresa Tran ~ Daily Bull
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You are a transfer student and are new to the Michigan
Tech campus. You’re hoping to meet new people but
aren’t very good at being a social butterfly, so you think
“what other way to meet new people than going to a
party”? It’s your first night so you decide to swoop past
a house party. You wander away from your dorm room
and your awkward roommate who likes to sing opera way
too much. You strut towards a house full of loud music
and sloppy, drunken girls on the front lawn.” Score!”
you think as you scan the lawn, and some other things…
When you get there, your heart beat quickens and your
hands fill with sweat at the sight of the legendary “M22”
logo. You scurry over to your new, future best friend
and introduce yourself. Your new friend, Luke, can see
that you also have on the widely celebrated “M22” logo.
Your conversation is typical and is composed of comments that any Traverse City local talks about.
“Hey, what’s up brah?”
“Word. Yeah, name’s Luke. I’m from Traverse City.”
“TC is the best,” you say.
“Dude, you’re from TC? Are you from the peninsula?”
Luke exclaims.
“That’s the place to be brah. We have SUPs, jet skis,
kiteboards and an Xstar,” you rave.
“That’s so sick. My house is on the water and we have
all of that too. I also work at M22 and it’s a tight gig,”
Luke brags.
“The peninsula is so great. It’s the best place on the
planet dude.”
“Do you sail?” Luke asks.

see Parks on back

A clear conscience is usually the sign of a
bad memory.

see Rec on back
Music doesn’t lie. If there is something
to be changed in this world, then it can
only happen through music.
--Jimi Hendrix
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“Yeah it’s the bomb. I live on East Bay and we have the perfect setup. Do you long board at all?” you inquire.
“Of course! I can bomb a hill like no other. One of the best things is all of the hot cougars though, brah,” Luke says.
“They are everywhere. You can find them everywhere downtown but I mack on them at the co-op, Oryana.”
“That’s the best place to go dude. If you linger around the fresh kale, you will definitely run into a few.”
“Farmers’ markets are a great place to locate the hot MILFs too!”
“Word, brah. Hit me up. We should light up some time!” Luke exclaims.
This conversation makes you guys INSTANT BROS. It’s alright boys. Then you both slam a natty ice and longboard down
college ave into the sunset to go hackey sack under the lift bridge.
It’s only gay if someone pops a boner or if your balls touch.

Café Slushes

by Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller ~ Dictator Emeritus

from Parks on front

became quite unnerved by the amount of body hair the women of Tech
had. The men from Tech never flinched. “I mean, it gets balls ass cold up here.
I sure as hell don’t shave anything during the winter. Can’t really blame them
for doing the same,” Matthews was quoted.
Even after the Florida DIK’s brave efforts to look past the hairy-legged women, they all soon blacked out. The Tech DIKs, and even the women rounded
up from the bars all had a good laugh at their low alcohol tolerance. “I mean,
I’m an Alpha Sigma Sigma, and even we can drink more than them!” one very
short, stumbling female said. “And we figured if they wanted a wet T-shirt
contest, we would give them one. I mean, they drove so very far for some
fun!”
It was at this point that some other Alpha Sigma Sigma sisters had started to
dump buckets of slush and half-melted snow on the blacked out Florida DIKs.
Their bodies physically recoiled from the cold, but none stirred any further
than that. “Oh well. At least they’ll be able to recover from that hypothermia
back in Florida.”
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I’m a big fan of slushes. You could say I’m a slush connoisseur of sorts – I absolutely judge between slushes, snow cones,
slurpees, and any other variant on the ice in cup theme. I do not and will not settle for less, which is why I am so picky when
it comes to my icy drink choices.
Until this past year, the Wads Café always had one set of the traditional spinning slush maker. I did some research a long time
ago and these are more complicated than you’d think: workers dump in sugary, flavored water and turn on the freezer. The
water begins to freeze into tiny ice particles, but due to the high sugar content can’t freeze completely (think salt water).
Instant deliciousness! The Café also has that machine that lets you mix different flavors, but that’s way more expensive and
not worth my time or taste buds.
This year, the Café upped the ante and got a second machine to make slushes. The old slush maker became the “bitch”
machine and now has really unappetizing colors, while the new machines are bright and appealing looking. The new slushes
also cost $1.75, vs. a buck at the old machines. Other than the color and cost, I cannot discern any difference. The ice inside
looks and feels the same. Are some slushes really more equal than others?
I had to find out. As a regular slush customer, I inquired with the knowledgeable Café staff as to whether there is any advantage to buying the more expensive slushes. Surprisingly, there’s not! The ladies at the counter said the expensive slushes use
syrup purchased from Pepsi, while the cheap ones are made with Kool-Aid mix. They often mix flavors to get those disgusting
colors and wacky flavors.
Even more surprisingly, they told me they prefer the cheap Kool-Aid slushes to the brand name flavors. That’s what sealed
the deal for me. With no reason to get the more expensive variety except for the flashy colors, I’ll stick with the fruity solvent
the $1 machines spew out any day.

New Publication Offers First Aid Advice!
by I Definitely Unsubscribed From techwomen-l@mtu.edu

MTU Public Safety has offered its praises today for a new student-led publication on campus that has done wonders for the safety of all students. In particular, the newsletter notes the critical steps one should take when tending to glass-related injuries.
"Crashing through any kind of glass -- a window, a mirror, or even a ceiling -- is a major first aid emergency," the publication states. "Medical attention should
be sought immediately! Students wishing for more impressive scars may wiggle the shards around a little before calling 911, but all others should refrain
from touching the impaling object."
The paper goes on to explain ways to treat puncture wounds that result from sticking it to the man, second- and third-degree burn remedies from scathing
remarks, and nasal fractures caused by too much stuck-upness.
Not to be pigeonholed into serving only an informative role, the publication itself has multiple first aid uses. In event of laceration, the newsletter can be
folded and applied to the wound to stop bleeding. It can be tucked into the sole of the shoe to relieve joint pain and provide arch support. In dire
emergency, it can even be used as a splint for minor dislocations.
The Daily Bull and the Lode have declined to make an official statement about this new publication, mostly on account of them having no idea it existed.

